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Abstract
As evolutionary biologists, we are often curious about the genomic origins of our favorite adaptations. Although some
innovations certainly arose de novo, many more originated through the process of whole-gene or within-gene duplication.
Following whole-gene duplication events, at least one gene copy is thought to be under relaxed selective constraints,
meaning that mutations can accumulate within the gene and potentially give rise to novel adaptive traits. In this thesis, I
aim to identify how gene duplication events have helped caterpillars cope with toxic host plants. Building upon the already-
extensive literature on plant-insect coevolution, I highlight the complexity underlying detoxification phenotypes.

The research presented in Chapters II and III focuses on a family of genes coding for insect nitrile-specifier proteins
(NSPs). These NSP-like genes are the canonical detoxification genes in Pierinae butterflies, allowing for the detoxification
of the glucosinolates defenses present in their host plants. Importantly, the NSP-like gene family was formed through gene
duplication events, with two key genes (NSP and MA) originating from the same ancestral gene. In Chapter II, Crispr-Cas9
methods were used to create lines of Pieris brassicae that lacked functional copies of NSP and/or MA. Through feeding
assays on natural host plants, we showed that either NSP or MA are necessary for larval survival on plants containing
aliphatic or benzyl glucosinolates – but not indole glucosinolates. Further, NSP seemed to be specialized for aliphatic
glucosinolate detoxification, suggesting that some degree of subfunctionalisation occurred following gene duplication.
 Expanding on these findings, we focused on the regulatory consequences of NSP-like family gene knockouts in Chapter
III, looking specifically at the transcriptomic response to three host plants with vastly different glucosinolate profiles.
We ultimately discovered that the response to host plant change was strongest when all NSP-like genes were functional,
suggesting that the NSP-like gene family is part of a larger regulatory response to host plant defenses.

While the above chapters center around gene duplicates that have already been associated with adaptations to host
chemistry, there are likely more gene families out there that have been important for caterpillars overcoming ever-escalating
plant defenses. In Chapters I and IV, I sought to identify some of these families using comparative genomic analyses. In
Chapter I, I used genomes from across the Lepidoptera to see if diet breadth could be correlated with gene family sizes. I
found that two serine protease families were larger in specialists and that a family of glutathione-S-transferases was larger
in generalists. Due to the scope of the study, I was unable to associate gene duplication events with any particular host
plant toxins. This knowledge gap ultimately led to the development of the work in Chapter IV, which centered specifically
on instances of gene duplication and death in the Pieridae that occurred following major chemical changes in hosts. In
addition to confirming that NSP-like genes are lost upon shifts away from Brassicales-feeding, we found that a subset of
sulfotransferases existed in higher copy number in species that feed on glucosinolates.

Overall, this thesis shows that gene duplication may be important for insect dietary transitions, and that gene duplicates
can become specialized to dynamically respond to host plant chemical profiles. It also provides a starting point for future
studies, as open questions remain about the role of general detoxification mechanisms during initial transitions on to plants
with novel chemical defenses.

Keywords: plant-insect interactions, comparative genomics, detoxification, transcriptomics, nitrile-specifier proteins,
butterflies.
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To all doktorander —
Time for a fika break!
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Glossary & Abbreviations 

Crispr –  Clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats; a family of DNA  

sequences commonly used in genome editing. 

 

Diet breadth – the range of host plant species an insect feeds on. Species that feed on 

many diverse plants are said to have a wide dieth breadth. 

 

GBDD – gene birth-death dynamics 

 

Genome – the entire set of an organism’s genetic material, including coding and  

non-coding regions. 

 

GSLs – glucosinolates, a class of defensive plant chemicals that is cleaved by the enzyme 

myrosinase to produce toxic breakdown products. Mainly found in the Brassicales.  

 

Host plant – the plant a butterfly feeds on during its larval stage 

 

ITC – isothiocyanate, a defensive chemical produced by host plants through the interaction 

of GSLs and myrosinase enzymes 

 

The NSP-like gene family – a set of related genes characterized (with the exception of 

SDMA) as the canonical GSL detoxification genes in Pierinae butterflies. The gene family 

has three members, which may exist in several copies: 

MA – major allergen 

NSP – nitrile specifier protein 

SDMA – single domain major allergen 

 

Phylogeny – the evolutionary history and relatedness of a group of organisms.  

Often depicted as a tree-like figure. 

 

Pool-seq – a type of low-cost DNA sequencing where DNA from several individuals is 

pooled into one sample. Commonly used for comparisons between populations. 

 

Synteny – the state of two (or more) organisms having the same genes in the same relative 

positions in their genomes.  

 

WT – wild type, a line of insect without any genetic modifications 
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Introduction 

Insect adaptations to toxins: why finding a caterpillar in 

your salad is pretty cool 

With your favorite cabbage in mind, take a moment to reflect on its taste. 

It’s a bit bitter, right? That bitterness is the plant’s attempt to kill you with its 

defensive chemistry. It’s not just cabbages that produce antiherbivore toxins, 

of course – from milkweeds to fruit trees, plants have evolved a vast diversity 

of poisons that keep enemies away. Unfortunately for the plants, many insects 

have adapted to overcome these poisons. These plant-insect interactions (and 

their genetic underpinnings) are the very focus of this thesis.  

 

Before we jump in to any of my manuscripts, I think it’s important to  

give a bit of theoretical background and discuss why evolutionary biologists 

bother studying plant-insect interactions in the first place. As we’re not  

usually the ones writing policies that will save rapidly declining pollinator 

populations, it might be a little unclear why we’d devote our lives to wriggling 

larvae instead of animals that are a bit more charismatic – koalas, perhaps.  

The thing is that basic scientific research is the backbone of both applied  

science and conservation efforts. By investigating how interacting species  

influenced (and continue to influence) each other’s evolutionary trajectories 

(i.e. coevolve), we can identify patterns and predict what may happen in the 

very uncertain future. Further, we can explore how much of the  

biodiversity we aim to protect developed in the first place. 

Coevolution: what is it? 

 

Long before the term “coevolution” was coined by Ehrlich and Raven1, 

biologists suspected that interacting species could reciprocally adapt to one 

another. Upon receiving an orchid with an almost foot-long nectary, Charles 

Darwin remarked “Good Heavens what insect can suck it”.2 He then went on 

to postulate that a moth with an equally long proboscis must exist for such an 

extreme phenotype to be possible.3 Although it took another few decades for 

Western scientists to record the moth in question4, Darwin’s prediction was 

correct. Similar dynamics were also reflected on in On the Origin of Species, 

where Darwin discussed how, e.g., bees and flowers could become “modified 

and adapted in the most perfect manner to each other” through a gradual  

process of natural selection favoring deviations in form over time.5  
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Despite these early forays in to coevolutionary thought, the popular theory 

of coevolution wasn’t formulated until the 1960s.  In their seminal 1964  

article, Ehrlich and Raven described a macroevolutionary pattern of repeated 

adaptation events and speciation bursts in interacting species, based on the  

observation that related butterfly species tend to feed on plants with similar 

defensive chemistry.1  Some, but certainly not all, coevolutionary systems  

follow this escape-and-radiate model, where adaptations are succeeded by 

bursts of diversification in the adapting clade. (For the ease of the reader, I 

diagram a general example of escape-and-radiate coevolution in Figure 1 on 

the following page)  

 

As phylogenetic and molecular biology methods advanced, the field of  

coevolutionary biology expanded to account for the microevolutionary  

processes underlying  macroevolutionary observations (reviewed thoroughly 

and well by Agrawal and Zhang).6 In addition to using phylogenetic analyses 

to estimate diversication rates following an  adaptation/counteradaptation  

(see 7–9), we now also seek to understand coevolution on micro- and meso-

evolutionary scales, considering, e.g., how geographic structure affects  

coevolution10 and how selection dynamics give rise to phenotypes of interest 

(see 11).  

 

All this being said, what exactly is coevolution? Frustratingly enough,  

Ehrlich and Raven’s article does not clearly define the term. Throughout this 

thesis, Janzen’s (1980) formulation is used, where coevolution is said to be 

“an evolutionary change in a trait of the individuals in one population in  

response to a trait of the individuals of a second population, followed by an 

evolutionary response by the second population to the change in the first”.12  

Coevolution can be specific, involving only two interacting species (like  

Darwin’s orchid-moth example, or Lithophragma flowers and Greya 

moths13), but it can also be diffuse – involving several different species or 

populations that exert selective pressures as one group. In general, I would say 

that diffuse coevolution is the more common of the two. If we focus on plant-

insect interactions, there’s usually more than one species of insect interacting 

with a plant population at any given time, and one species of insect may be 

exerting the same pressures on several species of plants. 
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Figure 1. A general example of diffuse escape-and-radiate coevolution, whereby a 

plant undergoes reciprocal adaptations and with an interacting community of plant-

feeding animals, and both sides have bursts of diversification following their  

respective adaptations 

 

 Coevolution occurs across all kingdoms of life, and examples are so  

numerous that there isn’t the space to share them all. As the next subsection 

details instances of coevolution between insects and plant defensive  

chemistry, here are two quick examples that don’t fall under that category: 

 

• Rattlesnakes have evolved venom to incapacitate their prey. One of 

their prey species, California ground squirrels, show  

evidence of adaptation to rattlesnake venom in the form of  

serum-based resistance. That both species influence the evolution of 

each other is clear. Rattlesnakes appear to be locally adapting to  

squirrel populations, as low-elevation snake venom is more effective 

against low-elevation squirrels, and the same holds true for  

high-elevation populations of both species.  Further, in locations 

where snakes are rare, squirrel resistance to rattlesnake venom is 

much lower than for predated squirrels at similar altitudes.14  

 

• Many species of ants are social parasites that enslave host larvae  

captured in raids or infiltrate the colonies of host species, co-opting 

them for brood care. In turn, host species of these social parasites have 

evolved behavioral strategies (e.g., increased aggression, consuming 

the eggs of parasite queens) that defend their colonies from  

parasitism.15,16  
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Good Heavens, what insect can detoxify it? Coevolution between 

caterpillars and plant defenses 

 

Even though they tend to form diffuse coevolutionary interactions, plant-

insect systems are ideal for studying coevolutionary dynamics. Herbivorous 

insects tend to be highly reliant on one or two plant families for food and 

shelter at different life stages.17,18 Thus, they experience strong selection to 

overcome the shared defensive traits of these plants. It has been much more 

difficult to demonstrate that herbivorous insects pose a significant threat to 

plant populations (see review by Myers and Sarfraz19). However,  

insect exclusion methods have resulted in significant genetic and phenotypic 

changes (reduction in defenses) in target plant populations, supporting a role 

for insects as an important selection pressure shaping the evolution of plant 

defenses.20  

 

Let us focus in on coevolution between caterpillars and the defensive  

chemistry of the plants they eat. While Figure 1 depicts the general pattern of 

adaptation and counteradaptation we might expect in such systems, it fails to 

show that coevolution doesn’t stop when caterpillars adapt to overcome a 

toxin. Oftentimes, plant species escalate their defenses further by either  

evolving more complexity in existing toxins or developing entirely new toxins  

altogether. Specialist caterpillars then adapt to the increasing toxicity of their 

hosts in some way, and the cycle continues. Thus, in many caterpillar-plant 

systems, coevolutionary interactions are ongoing and often likened to a  

battleground. In other words, every time you find a tiny green caterpillar in 

your salad, you’re finding a warrior – one combating the threat of an upset 

stomach with its complex suite of adaptations to cabbage defenses. The  

cabbage is also a warrior, just one fighting for the other side. 

 

Here, I review two caterpillar-plant interactions where years of research at 

the genomic, phenotypic, ecological and phylogenetic level clearly show  

coevolutionary dynamics are currently at play. 

Furanocoumarins and swallowtail butterflies 

Aside from the Pieridae (which I’ll get more into later), the clade of  

butterflies with the strongest evidence for coevolution is probably the Papilio 

(swallowtails). Their host plants are primarily species in the families Rutaceae 

(citrus) and Apiaceae (e.g., parsley, carrots), which produce antiherbivore 

compounds called furanocoumarins – an adaptation that has been linked with 

radiation in both plant families.21 Furanocoumarins can exist in one of two 

structural types: linear or angular.22 Although linear furanocoumarins are toxic 

to many polyphagous insects23, caterpillars in the genus Papilio (swallowtails) 

are able to metabolize them – in fact, doing so seems to enhance larval 
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growth.24 Linear furanocoumarins are more basal (evolutionarily older) than 

angular furanocoumarins, which are generally avoided by some, but not all, 

Papilio caterpillars.22 While less effective than linear furanocoumarins against 

generalist herbivory, angular furanocoumarins have been experimentally 

shown to decrease female larval growth and fecundity in Papilio polyxenes, a 

specialist species that encounters and metabolizes both classes of  

furanocoumarin in its diet.22 Thus, consistent with coevolutionary  

expectations, furanocoumarin-containing plant families seem to have 

escalated their defenses in response to specialist herbivore adaptations. The 

fact that P. polyxenes can, to some extent, metabolize angular  

furanocoumarins suggests a potential inroad to trait escalation on the side of 

the swallowtails as well.  

 

In the case of both linear and angular furanocoumarins, the Papilio  

adaptations that allow for metabolism are copies of specialized  

cytochrome P450 monooxygenases.25–27  Cytochrome P450s are a superfamily 

of genes present in all animals and involved in xenobiotic detoxification, with 

insect species tending to have a few dozen P450 genes split across several 

P450 clades.28 Just as development of furanocoumarin defenses are tied to the 

radiation of relevant plants, the birth of unique, furanocoumarin-detoxifying 

P450s has been linked with the radiation of Papilio species. Of the Papilio 

species alive today, approximately 75% feed on plants containing  

furanocoumarins21,29, suggesting speciation happened after plant colonization.  

Milkweeds and monarch butterflies 

 A second system that often gets brought up in coevolutionary contexts is 

that of monarch caterpillars (Danaus plexippus) and their milkweed  

(Asclepias) hosts. In addition to sticky, insect-trapping latex, milkweeds  

produce cardenolides, which poison generalist herbivores by inhibiting their 

sodium/potassium pumps (Na+/K+-ATPases)30, which are cellular structures 

responsible for ion transport and maintaining membrane potential. To  

counteract these defenses, monarch caterpillars have evolved a suite of  

innovations including trenching behaviors31 and sodium/potassium pump  

target-site insensitivity to cardenolides.32,33 From a very broad perspective, it 

seems as if many of the signs of coevolution are present.  

 

The macroevolutionary prediction of Ehrlich and Raven’s coevolutionary 

hypothesis is that new adaptations should be followed by a burst of  

diversification. As previously mentioned, this pattern was observed in a  

radiation of Rutaceae and Apiaceae after the evolution of furanocoumarins, 

and in Papilio butterflies following the evolution of P450s. Where things get 

a bit confusing in the monarch-milkweed system is when we look at  

diversification rates in the milkweeds. Although herbivory-driven adaptive  

radiation of milkweeds has occurred, diversification rates increased upon  
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decreasing investment in cardenolides and latex.34 How can we still argue for 

coevolution between specialist monarchs and their hosts, when it seems that 

losing defenses is the adaptation?  

 

One hypothesis is that monarchs have adapted well enough to cardenolides 

that simply producing higher concentrations of them would not prove  

effective as a defense escalation. In such a case, investment in cardenolide 

concentration should, in fact, be selected against in favor of novel changes to 

the compounds themselves. Consistent with this hypothesis, one of the most 

common host species for monarchs (Asclepias curassavica) produces  

voruscharin, a cardenolide with a structural elaboration (a thiazolidine ring) 

that causes it to be especially potent at inhibiting monarch sodium/potassium 

pumps.35   

Gene duplication and its role in insect adaptations 

Insects certainly counteradapt to defensive chemicals in their host plants. 

The genetic processes that give rise to these counteradaptations are varied, 

with some adaptations originating through point mutations in existing genes. 

With the help of new genomic methods, however, we are finding that the 

majority of the genes responsible for adaptation to host chemistry originated 

through the processes of gene duplication. In Chapter I and Chapter IV of 

my thesis, I contribute to this body of evidence, first by showing that gene 

duplications and especially gene loss are associated with diet breadth in  

herbivorous insects, and second by focusing birth death dynamics in a highly 

specialized detoxification mechanism. 

How common is gene duplication? How does it occur? 

 We have suspected for a while now that gene duplication is one of the most 

frequent types of genomic mutations, giving rise to the majority of genes.36–39 

In C. elegans, a common study organism, the rate of gene  

duplication is more than twice that of point mutation!40 Duplication can occur 

through several different mechanisms, such as unequal crossing-over between 

chromosomes or retrotransposition events (see 39). For the evolution of  

specialized detoxification genes, the most relevant type of gene duplication 

seems to be tandem duplication, which is usually caused by recombination 

errors during meiosis and results in two identical copies of a gene existing 

near each other in the genome. 

What happens to duplicated genes? Do you have an example? 

Following a duplication resulting in two identical genes, one copy will 

carry out the gene’s main function, and the other (due to e.g., missing  

promotor elements and/or just being redundant) will be under relaxed  

selection and free to accumulate new mutations.36 These mutations usually 
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result in the gene copy becoming non-functional – often through the  

introduction of early stop codons (Fig 2B).37  In rare cases, accumulated  

mutations may cause gene duplicates to obtain novel, adaptive functions 

through a process called neofunctionalisation (Fig. 2C) or cause  

ancestral functions to be split between the gene copies (subfunctionalisation; 

Fig. 2A).  

 

Figure 2. The evolutionary fates of duplicated genes 

 

Together, neofunctionalisation and subfunctionalisation are responsible for 

several classes of detoxification genes in insects41–43 and thousands of the 

genes involved in the production of plant defensive chemistry.44 Clearly, it’s 

a process that’s integral to plant-insect coevolution. Returning to the example 

of cytochrome P450s in Papilio species, the P450 genes involved in  

furanocoumarin detoxification are believed to have evolved at different times 

in different species45, though some may have arisen from duplications of a 

common ancestral gene.46 In Papilio polyxenes, two paralogous,  

furanocoumarin-detoxifying P450 genes are believed to be subfunctionalized 

duplicates, with each copy having different activity towards linear versus  

angular furanocoumarins. Through maintaining some ancestral function, these 

copies allow P. polyxenes to remain feeding on current hosts while  

(potentially) acquiring novel detoxification functions in response to escalating 

host chemistry.47 

What about gene death?  

Although gene death (i.e., nonfunctionalisation) is considered in most  

comparative analyses of gene family evolution, its wider role as a source of 

adaptation is seldom discussed or reviewed. Although most gene death is 

probably random, or interpreted as a result of purifying selection, there are 

cases where it has likely been critical for plant-insect interactions. For  
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example, stepwise losses of chemosensory genes have been associated with  

transitions to herbivory in the Drosophilidae, as such losses likely reduced 

ancestral attraction to yeast volitiles.48 

 

Even when they’re not adaptations in and of themselves, gene losses that 

occur through purifying selection can be useful as markers of major changes 

in insect diets and thus should not be ignored. In Pieridae that have shifted 

away from mustard feeding, the canonical mustard oil detoxification genes 

have been lost entirely (more on that in Chapter IV)7. Likewise, in  

Helicoverpa species, losses in detoxification gene families have been  

associated with increasing diet specialization.49 By scanning genomes for 

losses of such genes, we may be able to make quick hypotheses about the 

plants an insect feeds on.  

Tying it all together: NSPs and the NSP-like gene family 

In addition to Papilio and Danaus, there is another clade of butterflies that, 

together with their host plants, constitute one of the canonical systems for 

studying coevolution at all scales. The butterfly subfamily Pierinae,  

commonly referred to as the whites, are coevolving with the chemical  

defenses of Brassicales plants. One important adaptation on the butterfly side 

of this interaction is the NSP-like gene family (NSP: nitrile specifier protein), 

which I discuss here.    

In two sentences, what are NSPs? 

NSPs are detoxification proteins that are expressed in the midguts of  

Pierinae butterfly larvae. They are best known as the “key innovation” that 

allow Pierinae larvae to overcome glucosinolate-myrosinase defenses, which 

are the induced chemical defenses present in Brassicales host plants (e.g.,  

cabbages and mustards).  

How do NSPs help caterpillars overcome GSLs? 

Under normal conditions, when a non-specialist insect bites into a leaf of a 

cabbage, it begins a series of chemical reactions that convert glucosinolates 

(GSLs) to their toxic derivatives. This process is diagrammed in Fig. 3. First, 

the mechanical damage to the leaf releases enzymes called myrosinases from 

cellular storage. These myrosinases hydrolyze free-floating GSLs and produce 

an unstable molecule called aglucone, which quickly rearranges.50 Depending 

on the side-chains present in the original GSL, the exact breakdown product 

created by this rearrangement may differ.51 In many cases, the end products 

are isothiocyanates (ITCs), which are commonly referred to as mustard oils. 

ITCs are highly toxic to generalist insects and deter further feeding.52,53 
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In contrast to generalist insects, Pierinae caterpillars are not deterred by 

GSLs and their breakdown products. In fact, GSLs are a feeding stimulant for 

Pierinae larvae.54,55 While it was long suspected that Pieridae larvae had  

developed some sort of adaptation to overcome (or at least resist)  

GSL-myrosinase defenses, it was only in 2004 that Wittstock et al. discovered 

the actual mechanism used for GSL detoxification (NSP-like enzymes).50  The 

way NSP-like enzymes work is by blocking aglucone rearrangement, resulting 

in GSLs being diverted into nitriles instead of ITCs. Nitriles are relatively non-

toxic for Pierinae larvae and are excreted in their frass (Fig. 3).50 

 

 

Figure 3. The glucosinolate-myrosinase system in Brassicales and its consequences 

for generalist versus Pieris herbivores. Reproduced from Box 1 in Chapter III. 

What do you mean by NSP-like gene family? What is that? 

A gene family is a group of related genes that stem from duplications of a 

common ancestor gene. The NSP-like gene family is comprised of three genes, 

all of which can exist in several copies within a species genome. The “great-

grandpa gene” of the family is SDMA (single domain major-allergen protein), 

a gene expressed in the guts of many Lepidoptera, but with a still-unknown 

function.41 Within a lineage of ancestral Pieridae, SDMA underwent a series 

of exon duplications, giving rise to a three-domain gene that is ancestral to the 

genes NSP (nitrile-specifier protein) and MA (major allergen protein).41 While 

it’s still unclear if NSP and MA were born from the same whole-gene duplica-

tion of this ancestral gene, or if NSP was formed by a subsequent duplication 

of MA (Fig. 4), it has been proven that both genes are gut-expressed and pro-

duce enzymes that detoxify GSLs (see 56 and Chapter II).   
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Figure 4. Two proposed scenarios where a series of domain and whole-gene  

duplications give rise to NSP and MA from an ancestral SDMA. Modified from Fischer 

et al. (2008).41 

How are NSP and MA different, if they both detoxify GSLs? 

In Chapter II and III, my collaborators and I show that, much like how 

different p450s have different activity against different furanocoumarins,  

different NSP-like enzymes may have different specificities against different 

GSL compounds. Different gene copies are also present in different species of 

Pieridae, with some species only having MA, and some species having several 

copies of NSP in addition to a copy of MA. We’ll get into those specifics in 

Chapter IV. 

Why do you call NSPs a “key innovation”? 

 Great question! This goes back to the previous section on coevolution, 

where, under an escape-and-radiate model, adaptations and  

counteradaptations are expected to be followed with increases in species  

diversification rates. When an adaptation is followed by a burst of speciation, 

it’s called a key innovation.57 The origin of NSP-like genes in Pieridae has 

been linked with such a burst, occurring roughly 10 million years after the 

origin of indole GSLs in Brassicales plants.7,58 This burst of speciation, as well 

as subsequent bursts, are best shown by Figure 1 in Edger et al. (2015), which 

I’ve reproduced on the following page as Fig. 5. 

 

Indole GSLs? Are there different types of GSLs? 

 In short, yes. Over 130 different GSL compounds have been described.59 

Throughout this thesis, the GSLs in different Brassicaceae are usually referred 

to by their class: indolic, aliphatic, or benzenic (sometimes called phenolic). 

The class a GSL is assigned to depends on the amino acid its side chain is 

synthesized from. Aliphatic GSL side chains are derived from methionine, 

whereas benzenic and indolic GSLs are derived from phenylalanine and  

tryptophan, respectively.59 
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Evolutionarily speaking, benzenic GSLs are the oldest of the three GSL  

classes, followed by indolic GSLs, which originated 80 mya, after a whole-

genome duplication event in the Brassicales (Fig. 5). Further gene duplication 

events gave rise to the synthesis of aliphatic GSLs roughly 20 million years 

later (Fig. 5).7 Just as the origin of NSP or MA has been linked with a burst of 

speciation in the Pieridae, diversification of GSL compounds has been shown 

to be followed with bursts of speciation in the Brassicales.7  

 

 

 
Figure 5. Joint phylogenies of Pieridae and Brassicales, with branches colored by plant 
family (Brassicales) or host plant usage (Pieridae). Significant speciation rate shifts are 
marked with a red star. Reproduced from Edger et al. (2015).  
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Discovering new innovations with the power of -omics  

Like much of the current plant-insect literature, this introduction has mostly  

focused on insect adaptations related to overcoming host plant toxicity 

through detoxification or resistance. Although such adaptations are important, 

they are not the only factors that enable colonization of hosts with novel  

toxins. Consider for a moment all the steps that must be taken before plant 

material reaches an insect’s gut; to start, the individual must be physically near 

the plant they will eat. For the many phytophagous insect species with  

functionally immobile larvae, larval location is determined by an adult  

female’s choice of where to lay its eggs. Thus, before an insect population 

evolves resistance to novel toxins in its diet, females must first lay their eggs 

on the plants containing said toxins. Despite several studies  

showing that female choice is affected by host plant chemistry 60–62, very little 

research has been done to identify the specific genes responsible for female 

preference for one host plant over another. This begs the question – how would 

we even figure out what genes those are? 

 

As someone that is particularly interested in the ways whole-genome data 

can be used to move away from focusing on just one or two candidate gene 

families, comparative studies of gene birth-death dynamics (GBDD) are a 

good place to start. GBDD analyses can be used to estimate when and where 

significant gene duplication or loss occurred for all gene families in the  

genome. There’s a recent GBDD study identifying candidate gene  

families across Arthropoda, for example.63 Genome-wide association studies 

(GWAS) are also a good option, provided that there’s a phenotype of interest 

that can easily be quantified. Nallu et al. (2018) used a paired GWAS approach 

to detect genomic regions associated with herbivory in both Pieris rapae  

larvae and the host plants they fed on, ultimately identifying candidate genes 

in P. rapae that are linked with the glyoxalase pathway and with response to 

gustatory cues.64 Finally, there are the tried-and-true differential expression 

analyses, where interesting genes are identified through their change in  

regulation in response to some variable or condition. Nallu et al. also provide 

a nice example of such analyses, showing that Arabidopsis thaliana plants 

differentially regulate roughly 50% of their genes in response to oviposition 

of eggs by female P. rapae.64  

 

Both GBDD and differential expression analyses are discussed further in 

Methods, as they are featured in Chapters I and IV and Chapter III,  

respectively.  
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Thesis objectives 

In this thesis, I present four chapters in which I explored the role of gene  

duplication in butterfly adaptation to host plants. Much of my focus was on 

the NSP-like gene family and the consequences of subfunctionalisation within 

said family. Overall, my specific thesis aims were to: 

 

• associate gene family sizes with phenotypes I found interesting. In 

Chapter I, the phenotype was diet breadth, and I asked which gene 

families tended to be bigger as species of Lepidoptera fed on more 

(or fewer) host plant orders. In Chapter IV, I focused specifically 

on the butterfly family Pieridae and investigated if any gene fami-

lies expanded or contracted upon major dietary shifts (e.g., shifts 

on to GSL-containing plants or from Brassicales on to mistletoes). 

  

• investigate the consequences of NSP-like gene loss, both for larval 

survival and for the regulation of other genes. Chapters II & III 

feature Pieris brassicae lines modified with Crispr-Cas9 to lack 

functional copies of NSP and/or MA. In Chapter II, we show how 

host plant chemistry affects larval survival and growth for each of 

the knockout lines. In Chapter III, the focus is instead on how loss 

of NSP or MA affects gene regulation across three different host 

plants and two tissues.  

 

• identify signals of selection for NSP-like genes, using a combina-

tion of population-level and species-level data. This is done as a 

compliment to the Crispr work in Chapter II, in an attempt to  

better link together macro- and microevolutionary hypotheses. 

 

The methods used to achieve these aims, as well as the resulting findings, are 

detailed in the next few sections.  
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Methods 

Pieris brassicae: a brief overview 

When it comes to study systems, I’ve always liked those that are more  

charismatic than yeast, but easier to care for than mice. Pieris larvae fall right 

within that sweet spot; as such, they are the celebrities of the experimental 

work in Chapter II and Chapter III. Although I work primarily with  

P. brassicae (the large cabbage white), almost all Pieris species are easily 

reared for lab work. At Stockholm University alone, Pieris species have been 

used to study – among other topics – insect immune systems65, wing  

coloration pathways66, and the effects of climate change on morphology.67 

 

Wild P. brassicae populations are quite common and can be found across 

the majority of Eurasia and North Africa.68 Within Sweden, their range 

stretches along the entirety of the east coast (Fig. 6); in Stockholm County, 

they are abundant, with flight peaks in May and July. Larvae feed on many 

different Brassicaceae crops69; off the top of my head, I’ve seen them  

munching on canola, garlic mustard, and horseradish.  

 

If I had to choose, the two best things about P. brassicae are that they lay 

eggs in clusters and that it’s really easy to induce pupal diapause. The cluster 

laying makes Crispr-Cas9 injections go much faster than for, e.g., Pieris napi 

(a species that oviposits single eggs across several plants). The diapause is 

useful because pupae can be popped into fridges for several months, resulting 

in only one or two rearings being needed per year to maintain lines.  

  

 
 

Figure 6. (left) The distribution of P. brassicae within Sweden, reported as recorded 

sightings between 2000-2024 in Artportalen (accessed 8 February, 2024). (top right) 

An adult female P. brassicae. (bottom right) A late instar P. brassicae larva  

(and siblings) feeding on a canola leaf. 
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Long-read DNA sequencing 

 

The research presented in all four of my thesis chapters relied on the  

accurate sequencing and assembly of DNA in some form, although the  

sequencing I physically did myself was limited to genome-edited individuals 

in Chapter II. For the majority of reference genomes built (in Chapter II and 

Chapter IV), long-read sequencing was performed with Oxford Nanopore 

Technology (ONT). Compared to short-read sequencing, long-read  

sequencing is much better at picking up (rather than collapsing) recent tandem 

gene duplications. Because of this, it is the best sequencing method for those 

looking to run synteny analyses or to understand gene family evolution. Long-

read sequencing was named the 2022 “method of the year” by the journal  

Nature Methods70, and, in my completely biased opinion, there could not have 

been a better choice.  

Comparative genomics 

Once we have DNA sequenced and assembled, how does it help us learn 

more about butterfly evolution? When estimating when genes may have  

duplicated or been lost, reference genomes from extant species are an  

excellent starting point. In Chapter I and Chapter IV,  we use clustered  

protein sets generated from reference genomes to build input for the  

comparative genomics software CAFE.71–73 CAFE treats our data a bit like a 

puzzle; for a given gene family, it works backwards from gene counts in  

existing species to estimate how many gene copies were present in ancestral 

species. This gives us an idea of when (and what) genes were duplicating or 

being lost along a phylogeny and provides some very nice data for  

downstream analyses.  

 

In Chapter I, we performed a CAFE4 analysis using publicly available 

genomic data for 30 species of Lepidoptera. The resulting output (gene counts) 

were then used as input for a multilevel, phylogenetically-aware Bayesian 

model developed by Wouter van der Bijl. I used the model to associate gene 

family size with the number of host plant orders a species feeds on, as I was 

mainly interested in discovering genes that are more common in diet  

generalists. However, any sort of quantitative variable could be used with our 

model; although I chose to associate gene family sizes with diet breadth, 

something like body size would also work. 
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In Chapter IV, a slightly different comparative genomics approach was 

taken. Because our input for CAFE is always clustered based on sequence 

similarity, using no information on genomic coordinates, it often happens that 

several related genes end up in one cluster, making it difficult to know exactly 

which gene is actually undergoing significant expansion dynamics. For exam-

ple, all of the NSP-like genes (NSP, MA, and SDMA) were clustered into one 

family in my Chapter IV CAFE input file, meaning that a species with three 

copies of SDMA would have the same count result as a species with one copy 

of each gene. To better parse our results, we turned to a program called 

GENESPACE, which uses synteny information to build a pangenome table 

for all genes.74 In contrast to Chapter I, we were able to identify copy numbers 

for specific genes in each species, flag when genes within a species were part 

of the same array, and know for certain when genes had the same flanking 

genes between species.  

Population genetic analyses 

As I like to tell my Conservation Genomics students, measuring natural 

selection and/or genetic diversity within populations requires a lot of math. In 

Chapter II, I was the one that did the math. Specifically, I used pool- 

seq data (see Glossary) for three species of Pieris to identify signatures of 

positive selection on NSP-like family genes. There are a number of ways to 

estimate selection, with the most famous being the McDonald-Kreitman test75, 

but my coauthors and I wanted a test that was better designed for the genomics 

era. Thus, we chose to use the high-dimensional McDonald-Kreitman Poisson 

random field method (HDMKPRF)76 for detecting selection. Our full  

justification for choosing HDMKPRF can be found in the supplement text of 

Chapter II, but, in short, we liked that it allowed us to estimate relative  

selection strength and also polarized results so we knew which branch of the 

phylogeny selection was occurring on.  

 

In addition to using our pool-seq data to detect selection, I ran it through 

the  tool Popoolation77 to calculate two classic population genetics statistics 

for each gene – nucleotide diversity  (π) and Tajima’s D. Unlike the selection 

intensities provided by HDMKPRF, Tajima’s D distributions highlight recent 

evolutionary forces working on NSP-family genes and can suggest, e.g.,  

bottleneck events within species. In other words, both calculations have their 

uses – they’re just different uses.  
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Crispr-Cas9 mediated genome editing 

In the ancient days (i.e., before 2012), validating the function of a protein 

was extremely difficult and time-consuming. The GSL-detoxifying properties 

of my favorite enzyme (NSP), for example, were discovered through series of 

protein assays, protein purification, plasmid cloning, and expression  

analyses.50  In the genomics era, we can skip all of this work and instead use 

Crispr-Cas9 mediated non-homologous end joining to “knock out” the gene 

that produces our protein of interest. By rendering a gene non-functional and 

assessing the phenotypic effects of the knockout, we can easily get an idea of 

what a gene might have done in the first place.  

 

The use of Crispr-Cas in butterfly systems is well-developed and relatively 

straightforward. Prior to the start of our work on Chapter II, several evo-devo 

studies applied Crispr-Cas methods in butterflies in order to understand the 

pathways involved in wing coloration and patterning.see 78–82 The utility of 

Crispr-Cas for exploring insect detoxification strategies is now being realized 

as well. In one of my all-time favorite studies, the stepwise evolution of target-

site insensitivity to cardenolides in monarch butterflies was recreated in 

Drosophila models.32  

 

In Chapter II, my colleagues at the Max Planck Institute of Chemical  

Ecology leveraged the Crispr-Cas9 system to conduct germline knockouts of 

NSP, MA, and NSP + MA in P. brassicae.  We asked questions about the  

consequences of NSP-like gene knockouts for larval survival and GSL  

detoxification efficiency (see Fig. 7). We also were interested in determining 

if knockouts of different NSP-like genes had different phenotypic effects, as  

previous expression work suggested that NSP and MA detoxified different 

GSL classes.56 

 

The same knockout lines from Chapter II were used in feeding assays and 

differential expression analyses in Chapter III, which are introduced in the 

next subsection. 
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Figure 7. Graphical abstract for Chapter II research questions. In panel A, a  

P. brassicae larva with no genetic modification (i.e., a WT larva) eats a GSL containing 

plant and diverts the GSL-myrosinase reaction such that nitriles are produced and  

excreted in the frass. B) When Crispr-C  9    h o o y w   u  d  o “k o k ou ” MA 

and/or NSP, we predicted that ITCs would be produced instead of nitriles upon plant 

feeding. We did not know if such loss-of-function mutations would prove lethal to larva 

or what the final ITC/nitrile ratio would be in larval frass. Would some GSL  

detoxification be retained? Reproduced from Figure 1 in Chapter II.83 
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Diet assays, RNA sequencing, and differential expression 

analysis 

Gene expression refers to the process by which information from genes is 

used to produce transcripts that are then used to produce proteins. In other 

words, it’s how genotype is turned into phenotype. When more copies of a 

protein are produced in response to a stimulus or experimental condition, a 

gene is said to be upregulated. When fewer protein copies are produced, a 

gene is said to be downregulated.  Among other things, expression levels 

within an individual larva can differ between tissues, between life stages, and 

in response to diet. This makes expression data a very powerful tool for  

figuring out which genes play a role in a larva’s reaction to different stimuli.   

 

In Chapter III, I studied how gene expression changes in response to host 

plant in P. brassicae, and how loss of canonical GSL detoxification genes af-

fects these regulatory changes. From previous work (see 56 and Chapter II), I 

knew that NSP and MA were differentially regulated in larval guts based on 

host plant chemical profile, with MA being upregulated in response to benzyl-

GSL and NSP being upregulated in response to aliphatic GSLs like sinigrin. 

However, as found in Chapter II, NSP alone or MA alone is sufficient for 

larval survival on all GSL classes. Based on these observations, I was left with 

several burning questions. Was there compensatory upregulation of the 

“wrong” GSL gene in response to knockouts? Were other, more generalized 

detoxification genes involved in regulatory responses to host plants? 

 

To address these questions, I set up the diet-switching assay detailed below 

in Fig. 8. When larvae reached their fourth instar, I moved them from a  

relatively GSL-neutral host to one of three host species: the same GSL-neutral 

species (Brassica oleracea; CAB), a species high in sinigrin (Alliara 

petiolata; ALI), or a species high in benzyl-GSL (Tropaeolum majus; TRO). 

Individuals from NSP-KO and MA-KO lines (detailed in the above Crispr-

Cas9 section) were assayed, as were individuals from wild-type (WT) lines. 

After 24 hours of feeding, larval heads and guts were dissected out, and RNA 

was individually extracted and sequenced from each tissue for each individual.  

 

Following some pre-processing of sequence data, I had files containing the 

number of transcripts per gene per individual per tissue. These files were used 

in a differential expression framework to identify genes that were uniquely 

up- or downregulated in specific lines, on specific plants, or in specific tissues. 

By comparing results between lines, I hoped to see how responses to hosts 

changed upon the breakdown of the most important detoxification pathways 

and then draw conclusions about which genes may have been important for 

GSL-feeding prior to the birth of the NSP-like gene family.  
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Figure 8. Experimental design for feeding assays featured in Chapter III.  

Reproduced from Figure 1A in Chapter III. 

Major findings 

Gene birth and death can be associated with diet breadth and 

host plant defensive chemistry. 

 

The big takeaway from both of my comparative genomics chapters is that 

some gene families tend to undergo duplication or loss in association with a 

species’ diet. In Chapter I, we found that some families of general  

detoxification genes tend to be larger in species that have wider diet breadths. 

This was consistent with our expectations, given similar findings in studies 

that specifically focused on detoxification gene families. What we didn’t  

expect to find was an increasing number of chorion protein genes associated 

with increasing diet specialization – something that definitely deserves some 

further analysis. 

 

Whereas Chapter I was a very broad look across the Lepidoptera, Chapter 

IV really focused in on the Pieridae and gene family changes at known dietary 

shifts. Although Chapter IV is just the early stage of a much larger project, 

our preliminary findings demonstrate that NSP and MA genes are lost upon 

shifts from GSL-feeding and that a subset of sulfotransferase genes exist in 

higher copy number in species exposed to GSLs in their diets.  
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NSP and MA may be best at detoxifying different glucosinolates, 

and neither are necessary for survival on indole glucosinolates. 

 A lot went on in Chapter II, but I think the three most interesting results 

to come out of the Crispr-Cas9 knockout lines are all from the feeding assays 

Yu Okamura carried out on natural host plants. First, the assay results  

provided definitive proof that either NSP or MA is necessary for larval survival 

on plants dominated by sinigrin or benzyl-GSL (Fig. 9). Put differently, NSP-

like genes are clearly THE innovation that allow for complex GSL  

detoxification in modern populations of P. brassicae. Second, loss of NSP had 

different consequences for larval growth than loss of MA. Loss of NSP caused 

larvae to perform poorly on a sinigrin-rich plant, whereas loss of MA caused 

poor performance on benzyl-GSL or indole GSL-rich plants (Fig 9). This was 

consistent with our hypothesis of NSP and MA being subfunctionalized and 

having different activities against different GSL compounds. Third, and most 

importantly, neither NSP nor MA was needed for survival on indole GSLs 

(Fig. 9). This suggests that general detoxification mechanisms are sufficient 

for indole GSL-feeding and could mean that the earliest GSLs Pieris species 

adapted to were indole GSLs (although benzenic GSLs certainly existed at the 

time).  

 

In addition to the above findings, I feel that it’s important to highlight that 

many differences in larval growth patterns were detected only on natural host 

plants of P. brassicae and not on GSL-supplemented Arabidopsis thaliana. 

As we discuss briefly in Chapter II, this may be due to the quad-GSL KO  

A. thaliana lacking the correct myrosinases to cleave the GSLs we artificially 

added. Our lab group had never really considered how myrosinase diversity 

might affect results before, and it really looks like it’s fundamental for  

eliciting the natural response larvae have to different GSLs in the wild. 
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Figure 9. (top) Glucosinolate (GSL) profiles for the four species of host plants used in 

the Chapter II feeding assays. (bottom) Larval growth over five days for each of four 

lines of P. brassicae, across the four different host plants. Reproduced from Figure 4 

in Chapter II.  

NSP and MA may be part of a larger regulatory network. 

 One surprising result that came out of our Chapter III differential  

expression analyses was that WT larvae seemed to upregulate many, many 

more genes than KO lines did in response to host plant (Fig. 10). For example, 

WT larvae upregulated 825 genes on T. majus as compared to on B. oleracea, 

whereas MA-KO larvae only upregulated 204 genes (Fig. 10). To me, this  

suggests two non-mutually-exclusive explanations. 1) NSP and MA are part of 

a larger regulatory network, and knocking out either gene means that the full 

response to a host plant is no longer possible. 2) Knocking out either NSP or 

MA causes so much variation in regulatory response within a treatment group 

that significant differences in regulation between treatment groups cannot be 

picked up. (I call this the “everything is just freaking out” hypothesis). Given 

that many of the genes upregulated by WT larvae in response to host plant 

were identified as being involved in immunity responses and oxidative stress, 

I think the first point is quite likely. Planned future versions of Chapter III will 

include a module preservation analysis that will hopefully quantify any  

instances of regulatory breakdown in response to KOs. 
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Figure 10. Volcano plots for each of nine DESeq2 contrasts for P. brassicae larval 

midgut tissue, with contrasts carried out between host plants (ALI, CAB, TRO). Black 

points (i.e., those that have not been greyed out) represent genes with both an adjusted 

p-value of < 0.05 and a log2-fold change > 0.58 or < -0.58 in a given contrast. The 

number of significant genes per plant per contrast are reported underneath their re-

spective plant in each plot. WT = wild-type larvae, NSP KO = larvae with non-functional 

NSP copies. MA KO = larvae with non-functional MA copies. Reproduced from  

Chapter III. 
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In the absence of NSP-like genes, general detoxification genes 

are upregulated in response to stressful host plants.  

Although it was hypothesized in Chapter III that NSP and MA would show 

compensatory expression patterns when one or the other was non-functional, 

this was not the case. NSP was not upregulated on T. majus (a benzyl-GSL 

rich plant) in the absence of MA, and MA was not upregulated on A. petiolata 

in the absence of NSP (Fig. 11). This got me asking – what is upregulated 

when a KO larva is on a stressful plant? 

 

Through a fuzzy clustering analysis, we found that a handful of general 

detoxification genes (namely, carboxylesterases and GSTs) were uniquely  

upregulated in KO larvae feeding on the most stressful plants for their  

respective line. I am not currently sure how “real” this result is in terms of 

effects upregulation of the identified genes would have for KO larvae. Still, 

as I write in Chapter III, I think it would be fun to compare the transcriptional 

profiles of the KO individuals in the present study to those of Pierinae that 

feed on GSL-containing plants but that lack NSP and those that have shifted 

entirely away from GSL-feeding. We could then quantify if any of the plastic 

responses to host plant in the absence of NSP-like family genes are maintained 

across the clade. 

NSP and MA, but not SDMA, have undergone positive selection 

within Pieris lineages. 

Returning to Chapter II, the HDMKPRF analyses identified NSP as being 

under positive selection in all three species of Pieris and MA as being under 

positive selection in the branches leading to P. napi and P. rapae (Fig. 12, 

bottom row). SDMA was not detected as being under directional selection in 

any species. Although positive selection has previously been detected for NSP 

using more traditional analyses84,but see 85, our results mark the first time  

significant directional selection dynamics have been found for MA. 

 

Because Tajima’s D results for MA and NSP were quite average compared 

to other genes (Fig. 12, middle row), our data suggests that selective sweeps 

in NSP-like genes fixed many generations ago. In modern populations, it’s 

probable that the strongest selection on most NSP-like genes is purifying  

selection; however, an exciting recent paper by Okamura et al. suggests that 

NSP nucleotide diversity correlates with local host plant diversity in Pieris 

species that feed on wild Brassicaceae.86 Perhaps this is a sign of ongoing  

adaptation to increasingly more complex GSLs? 
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Figure 11. Comparisons of mean log2-transformed normalized expression counts for 

NSP and MA in gut tissue, by larval line and host plant. Thin lines represent individual 

observations, and thick, coloured lines represent mean observations. Error bars dis-

play 95% confidence intervals for each mean. Reproduced from Fig. 1B in Chapter III. 

Significance tables can be found in Table S6 of Chapter III. 
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Figure 12. Distributions of genetic diversity and molecular tests of selection in three 

species of Pieris butterflies. Estimates of per-gene nucleotide diversity (pi, top),  

T jim ’  D (midd  )   d HDMKPRF       io  i     i i   (bo  om),     fo   h   odi   

regions of single-copy orthologs (SCO) shared by three Pieris butterfly species  

(columns). The locations of estimates for NSP and MA genes in each distribution are 

represented by orange dashed lines and blue dotted lines, respectively. Estimates 

were calculated for n = 4,790 SCOs. Reproduced from Figure 5 in Chapter II.  
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Concluding remarks 

As a whole, I think the manuscripts presented in this thesis reflect both the 

importance of gene duplication for adaptation to novel host plants and my  

secret love for exploratory studies. I also feel that the thesis as a whole  

suggests a nice workflow where one could identify candidate genes through 

GBDD studies or transcriptomics, functionally validate the genes with Crispr-

Cas9 knockouts, and then further assess the role of the genes in a larger,  

regulatory framework. 

 

For the Pieridae-Brassicales system specifically, this thesis makes it clear 

that NSP-like genes are essential for larval survival on aliphatic and benzenic 

GSLs, and that different NSP-like genes are better at detoxifying different 

GSL classes. Rather than being one-size-fits-all GSL detoxifying enzymes, it 

seems that NSP-like genes are subfunctionalizing or specializing to adapt to  

increasing complexity in host toxins. Further complicating the gene  

duplication issue, we show in Chapter IV that many species of Pieridae have 

more than one tandem copy of either NSP or MA. Are these copies of the same 

gene diverging at all, in response to local herbivory pressure? Or is having 

several near-identical copies advantageous in some other way, perhaps  

resulting in increased enzyme production? I hope to follow these lines of 

thought a bit further in future analyses.  

 

As one might guess, I will be graduating with a lot of questions still left to 

answer. When we were running feeding trials in Chapter III, for example, we 

noticed that some KO larvae exhibited stem-cutting behavior, where they 

sheared the leaf of T. majus off of its stem before eating it. Was this behavioral 

plasticity in response to host chemistry? Furthermore, are any of the serine 

proteases or sulfotransferases identified as significant in my studies actually 

playing a role in overcoming GSL-myrosinase defenses? I would love to 

Crispr out a few of them in the future.  

 

All in all, these past five years have taught me a lot about coevolution, 

insects and genomics. I’m someone that really likes finding patterns, so I am 

really grateful to have spent five years diving in to how the development of a 

novel toxin in a plant could kick off a chain reaction of counteradaptations and 

biodiversification in interacting species. I hope you enjoy reading these  

chapters as much as I have enjoyed writing them. 

 

As we say in Sweden, nu kör vi! 

 

Hanna  
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Populärvetenskaplig sammanfattning 

För att förstå hur evolutionen fungerar så behövs infromation om det  

genetiska ursprunget till viktiga evolutionära anpassningar. Många  

anpassningar har uppstått genom genetiska mutationer, men många fler har 

uppstått genom duplicering av hela eller delar av gener. När gener dupliceras 

så minskar selektionstrycket på åtminstone en av gen-kopiorna, vilket  

betyder att mutationer kan ackumuleras inom dessa gener och på så vis skapa 

nya anpassningar. Syftet men denna avhandling är att undersöka hur  

duplicering av gener har gjort det möjligt för fjärilslarver att livnära sig på 

giftiga växter. 

 

Forskningen som presenteras i kapitlen II och III fokuserar på en grupp 

gener som kodar för nitril-specifikator protein (NSP). Dessa NSP-gener är de 

gener som oftast associerats med avgiftning hos vitfjärilar, och fjärilarna an-

vänder NSP för att oskadliggöra glucosinolater i växter. Genfamiljen som ut-

gör NSP-gener skapades genom duplicering, och två särskilt viktiga gener 

(NSP and MA) har sitt ursprung i samma gen. I kapitel II så beskriver jag hur 

vi använde Crispr-Cas9 (en metod för att redigera genom) för att skapa linjer 

med kålfjärilar som saknade fungerande versioner av generna NSP och MA.  

Genom att låta larver från dessa linjer äta de växter kålfjärilar vanligtvis livnär 

sig på så kunde vi visa att NSP och MA var nödvändiga för larvernas  

överlevnad när de fick äta växter som innehöll indol glucosinolater, men inte 

alifatsika och bensyl glucosinolater. Vi kunde även visa att NSP verkar vara 

en specialiserad gen för avgiftning av alifatsika glucosinolater, vilket tyder på 

att genen har fått en mer specialiserad funktion efter dupliceringen. 

 

I kapitel III undersökte vi på hur knockout av NSP-gener påverkar genre-

glering. Mer specifikt så undersökte vi hur transkriptomet påverkades av tre  

växter med olika glucosinolater. Våra resultat visade att fjärilar med funge-

rande NSP-gener uttryckte en större genetisk förändring när vi bytte värd-

växt. Detta tyder på att NSP-gener har stor betydelse för den genreglering som 

gör det möjligt för dessa fjärilar att livnära sig på flera olika växter. 

 

Till skillnad från kapitel II och III så fokuserar kapitel I och IV på att an-

vända jämförande genomisk analys för att identifiera genfamiljer som inte  

tidigare har associerats med avgiftning. I kapitel I så använde jag genom från 

flera fjärilsarter för att se om det fanns ett samband mellan genomens storlek 

och arternas diet. Jag identifierade två genfamiljer som var större hos  

specialister och en genfamilj som var större hos generalister. Eftersom att jag 

inte hade möjlighet att identifiera vilka växtgifter som var associerade med 

dessa gener så fokuserade kapitel IV istället på förändringar i dieten hos  

vitfjärilar som har följts av gendupliceringar. Utöver de NSP-gener vi redan 

har beskrivit så hittade vi sulfotransferas-gener som fanns i fler upplagor hos 

fjärilar som livnär sig på glucosinolater. 
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Denna avhandling visar att duplicering kan vara viktigt för dietförändringar 

hos insekter. Duplicerade gener kan specialiseras lättare och gör det möjligt 

för insekter att anpassa sig till nya kemiska profiler hos de växter insekterna 

lever på. Avhandlingen ställer även nya frågor om de mekanismer som styr 

avgiftning hos arter som behöver anpassa sig till många olika växtgifter. 
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